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Branching ratio of less than 0.3%, but
the CMS detector gives a well
measured di‐photon 4‐momentum

Picture for Discovery:

Need to Sharpen the Picture:



Photons fragment before they reach the calorimeter and e+/e‐
pair spread out in the magnetic ﬁeld
Additional interactions muddy the energy and the signal vertex
is crowded by other vertices
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CMS Reconstructed
Photons
Vertex Finding
Energy Corrections
Energy Smearing
Photon ID and Event Classiﬁcation

Selected Higgs Events
Vector Boson Fusion
Higgs+V Production
Higgs+tt Production
Gluon Fusion Production

Selected Higgs Events
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UNCONVERTED PHOTONS


Combine di‐photon pT with sum Track pT of
vertices to use as discriminator

CONVERTED PHOTONS

2 complementary methods to give a combined
measure:
 Use momentum of e+/e‐ pair only (project it
onto the beam‐line)
 Use impact point on the ECAL+conversion
Combination
vertex (line)


Conv. Track info only
σ=0.01

Pixel (a)

Conversion information and kinematic
variables combined in an MVA
classiﬁer. MVA is validated with Z to μμ
41

Larger Conv. Radius

σ=0.28

(b)
TIB

σ=1.4

(c)
TOB
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SQUEEZE the ECAL energy resolution
MVA Regression trained on Simulation:
 Dominantly improve the large
number of fragmented photons
 Well measured energies can be
further improved: EM Shower leakage
FROM SIMULATION TO DATA:
 Use the Z to ee simulation and data to
derive30the smearing
 EMCSmear = EMC * Gaus(σ) where σ is

UNCONVERTED

CONVERTED

5 Photon energy reconstruction

Events/0.2 GeV

determined to give the closest match to the
data
data
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Advantages of a granular detector for photon identiﬁcation

Energy Proﬁle from Reconstructed particles
Energy proﬁle for
charged particles around
the signal photons (from
PU).

Most discriminating variables
combined into an MVA classiﬁer

A blip in the map would
indicate some hadronic
activity (indicating a fake
photon)
EM Shower Shape for discrimination
signal
Particular shower
shape variable that
background
discriminates photons
from pi0 based on the
crystal spacing in η
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Background model ﬁt to data (don’t know what the “true” function should be)
Power law
Exp Each predicts a
Poly 3 diﬀerent
amount of
background

Resultant Signal Bias:
Pow:3.05 signal events
Exp:2.36 signal events

STRATEGY: Test a families of functions. Measure the pull of the signal in pseudo‐data
generating from one background function and ﬁt to another function
SOLUTION: A polynomial of large enough order gives very small signal bias when ﬁt to
diﬀerent pseudo‐data from various functions
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Increase sensitivity by dividing the data according to the signal‐to‐
background ratio:
Combine
into an MVA



Factors that aﬀect sensitivity:
detector resolution, kinematics
of di‐photons, how well chosen
the vertex is and how well the
photons are identiﬁed



MVA discriminator deﬁnes 4 categories
with diﬀerent S/B
Highest S/B category

Lowest S/B category
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As a parallel analysis, there is a more traditional cut‐based analysis:
applying ID cuts in four categories of detector resolution
Comparison of Cut Based and MVA photon ID

Comparison of Cut Based and MVA Classiﬁcation

Overlap
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Further classifying by production mode boosts the
sensitivity: additional objects in the ﬁnal state
DIJET TAG for large MJJ

NEW

NOW

+



Important for comparing Higgs coupling
to fermions (untagged) and vector
bosons (tagged)
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Exclude Higgs mass outside
[123.5,128] at 95% CL and the
signiﬁcance of the excess at 125 GeV is
3.2σ
Best ﬁt signal strength at mass 125 is
0.78-26+28 times the SM cross‐section
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Fitting for the signal strength and
the mass gives the best ﬁt mass at
125.2±0.5±0.8
Reminder about the photon energy scale:

30

5 Photon energy reconstruction
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Systematic uncertainty :
 Electrons/photon diﬀerence not

simulated perfectly in the MC
 Need to extrapolate the energy scale for
the Z mass to the higher mass of the
Higgs boson

Figure 15: Invariant mass distribution of Z→ee events in two example categories: (left) both
(EB, |η | < 1, R9 >0.94) electrons, (right) one (EB, |η | > 1, R9 <0.94) and one (EE, |η | > 2,
R9 <0.94) electron. The red histogram is Summer12 Madgraph MC pu-reweighted while the
blue empty histogram shows the same after the scale corrections and optimal smearing of MC
energies to match Data distributions.
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Compare µF for Higgs coupling to top
to µV coupling to Vector bosons
Best ﬁt : µF=0.52 µV=1.48 the
SM production cross section is within
the 68% CL contour
The signal strength in individual
event classes also shows strong
compatibility with the SM Higgs
production
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High resolution channel H !"##"a

= 125.5 ± 0.2 (stat) ± 0.6 (sys) GeV
ATLAS 11
Analysis uses MVA techniques to chisel mthe
picture of H→γγ
 Future projections show much smaller uncertainties on the signal
strength and also increased precision on the mass measurement
H

mH = 125.7 ± 0.3 (stat) ± 0.3 (sys) GeV

√



s = 14

CMS 110

"m of 100(50) MeV achievable for 300(3000) fb-1

NOTE: The analysis is general enough
to look
√ for additional Higgs‐like
s=7
states.
Markus Klute
Most signiﬁcant excess at MH=135
GeV with a signiﬁcance of 2.97σ
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Low signal to background ratio a fundamental feature of the H→γγ
channel.




Uncertainty on the signal strength driven by statistical ﬂuctuations of the
background, and analysis changes can lead to statistical changes due to
ﬂuctuations of which events are selected, and their ﬂuctuations of their
mass (recalibration etc.).
The correlation coeﬃcient between the MVA and cut‐based signal
strength measurements is found to be r=0.76 (estimated using jackknife
techniques).
Taking account of the correlation, the
compatibility between the MVA and cut‐
based analysis measurements of the signal
strength is found to be within 1.5σ for the
combined 7 and 8 TeV measurement, and
within 1.8σ for the 8 TeV measurement
alone.
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